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The bed was crammed under the window. In the light of day, the hospital walls were a gleaming 
white. An amalgam of smells filled the air at most times; cleaning agent, urine and canned sausages 
were the most pervasive. John lay static in the hospital bed having suffered a heart attack brought 
on by the continued abuse of amphetamines. He had wanted to calm a disturbed and convoluted 
mind. First the intake brought pleasure, and then routine settled in. Earlier and earlier the urge came 
until there was not a sober hour left in the day. His broken heart could take no more.
John’s head lolled to one side, away from the window. There was little comfort or distraction to be 
found outside for the view was a miserable sprawl of grey concrete and smoky clouds. Jealous 
grumblings and stares had been directed at John for hogging the bed by the window. It was in high 
demand and he had no regular visitors to appreciate it. There was little sympathy to be found for 
him among the other wretched patients. John had always been adept at rapidly exhausting the 
limited supply of sympathy that humans have. This was different. He had not insulted these 
patients, stolen from them or lied to them. He was just there, occupying coveted space by the 
window. They wanted him to go.

John was weak and of unsound mind. Too many arguments; too many cries from his mother; too 
many messages met with deathly silence. Unpalatably thin, wan with jet black hair which hung 
lifelessly down to his shoulders. He had not been pink for a long seven years. Along with the drugs, 
loneliness and isolation had worn him down and sapped away all joy. Seconds hammered on his 
body with the weight of years. The effects of substance abuse had dyed and rendered his body. It 
was obvious to all but the benighted. In his bones, etching through his sunken skin, could be read a 
poor and desperate suffering. John had become a sad memory for so many in his life; a tragic tale 
that his former friends would tell their children as a warning. His father, Graham, held on to love 
long enough to say goodbye.

Two months had gone since John’s mother, Michelle, had decided she was no longer able to fight 
her aching, visceral grief. John’s abuse of drugs and life had caused a great rift. It cracked 
Michelle’s family and her heart. Her body was found on her bed with an empty bottle of whiskey 
and a packet of sleeping pills two days after she died. No note was left. None was needed. All that 
was needed to be said had already been screamed from the rooftops. John, John, John!
The news came at a bad time for John. He was prostrate on his bed, consumed by the trumpets of an 
elephant made entirely of glittering smiles. Graham was visiting to check on his son’s health. His 
visits had become less frequent but duty, through love, propelled him. He had seen the bad trip 
through the window of John’s flat. He bashed his way in and imposed Bach on John’s mind.  The 
music helped bring John’s breathing under control. Graham cradled his twenty-nine year old son in 
his arms and waited until words became stronger than trumpets. The following weeks had been a 
relentless debate over who was to blame for Michelle’s death. There had to be someone, and each 
family member eventually pointed their fingers at John and his trumpeting elephants. Michelle’s 
funeral was the final abandonment of John by his brother, his two sisters and his many cousins.

The nurses told John that his father had promised to be by his side as often as he could. John would 
not blame or curse him if he chose to stay away. His head was clear for the first time in years. It was 
pure - immaculate. No spite or regretful scorns were indulged. The what-ifs were there but John 
used them to conjure up idyllic scenes and characters. A family, fluffy pets, a healthy body, but most 



of all, happiness. At least these could all become true for his siblings and cousins who could peel a 
lesson from his withered life. 
Graham entered the suite. He stopped short in his trek as he saw his son lying motionless in the bed 
by the window. He hastened over to John’s bedside, thankful that he was not too late. John opened 
his eyes slowly as he smelled his father’s aftershave of sea salt and rockrose. The muscles in his 
face contorted ever-so-slightly as a fragile smile arched across his parched lips. It was weak but it 
was the most unfeigned smile he had shown in many years. John looked at his father with half-
opened eyes. 
“Oh, hello, Dad,” whispered John. 
Graham grasped the hand of John, his son. He could feel the cold.
“John. Son. How have the nurses been treating you?” panted Graham.
“Better than I deserve.”
“No, stop that. We’ve talked about the self-pity, haven’t we?” Graham forced a smile.
John nodded slightly with faint movements, barely noticeable if Graham had not been examining 
every contour of his son’s face. With his free hand, Graham held John’s. The sensation of two 
warm-blooded hands warmed John’s chilled fingers. He felt his father’s pulse. Full of power - of 
life. John looked into his father’s eyes. They were glinting with tears he could not hold back.
“I was dreaming. All of us together on a white boat sailing across a blue sea. A beautiful high sun,” 
said John.
Graham did not answer. He dared not release his son’s hand to wipe his falling tears. He bowed his 
head, letting them drop on the sea blue floor. John had to continue. There was no time.
“I’m sorry I’ve caused you all so much pain, Dad.”
Graham lifted his head up. He gently shook it in denial.
“What do you think I could have become?” whimpered John.
“You are my son. Everything else is negotiable,” Graham uttered.
John nodded. His head barely moved a few centimetres up and down. He opened his eyes a little bit 
wider and again looked into his father’s eyes. 
John’s smile dwindled away.
The faint embers in his eyes faded. His face was ashen. 
Graham kissed John’s forehead, hoping beyond hope that his boy felt the warm embrace of lasting 
love.  
“I love you more than I have words for,” whispered Graham.

A harmonious chorus of quacks, barks, clicks and laugher resounded all around him; distant yet 
beautiful. John’s eyes were closed. He lay down lazily embracing the glorious revelation of restful, 
unburdened sleep which had evaded him for so long. After some time had passed, a day, a week, 
John realised that he was still sensitive to sound and touch. He was conscious now. Reactive and 
mindful - only slightly but consciousness, no matter how faint, means life. 
He felt the tickling of silken grass on his cheek, his back and his legs. A soft red glow sunk through 
the veil of his eyelids as a warm light from above kissed his body. Entranced in the bath of radiance, 
he knew that he was naked for even the toes on his feet felt the life-giving warmth. 
Instinct told him that it was time to get up. His eyes opened. An expanse of blue sky domed above 
him. Taking in his first deliberate breath, he sat up. The air was pure and sweet. The smell of ripe 
high summer, heavy with the fragrance of saccharine fruit and blossoms. He took in several more 
deep breaths through his nose. All things delicious and dulcet hung in the air and he thought it good. 
Never before had he been so appreciative and so present with his senses. 
His gaze hovered along, panning left then right. He was in the centre of a flat circle of green grass, 
twenty feet in diameter. Surrounding the circle was a great forest. The trees stood tall, crowned with 
canopies of deep green vegetation. From the lower levels dangled fruits of every colour under the 
Earth’s sun. Some were familiar yet others were unbeknown to John. All the fruits looked 
appetising with smooth skins and soft, fleshy innards unmarked by decay and hungry mouths. 



A narrow path cut through the forest. It lay in front of him, unmissable to the eye. He sat crossed 
legged, knowing this was the only to go. A sensation struck him just as he tensed his muscles to 
stand. He looked at his arms. They were strongly made, youthful and muscular. His well-rounded 
shoulders stood beside a firm chest and bulky trapezius.
This was not possible for he remembered well the pitiful state of his drug anguished body. Perhaps 
this was drugs after all. A dream or an illusion caused by some sedative the nurses had given him or 
maybe it was another bad trip. Yet why was his father so upset? If he had died then how could he be 
dreaming? 
He frantically touched all over his body. The light of the day cast away all doubt; shade or dimness 
had not distorted his sense of perception. His hair was shorter, dipping just below his ears. His 
bulky legs complemented the rest of his changed form. A desire to leap and yell with jubilance 
pushed into his mind only just contained by his curious want for answers. It was then that he heard 
the distant ensemble of nature and humanity beyond the forest. John ceased his self-examination. 
He listened to the multitude of sounds. It was an orchestra of vocals; every laugh, call and bellow 
rang out in orderly harmony. John hoped the path would lead him to the source of the beatific song. 
He rose to his feet and made his first steps in the new world. 

The path was smooth and earthy. It was an easy walk, unburdened by dirt and vegetation as if a 
groundskeeper had cut and swept away all obstructions. John looked on either side of the path. The 
forest was endless with no visual sign of human or animal yet the euphonious calls continued. A 
multitude of man-sized plants of the deepest green populated the spaces between the great trees. 
Vibrant flowers peppered the lush undergrowth alongside the hanging fruits. The contrast of colour, 
of delicacy and boldness was hard for John to take in using all five of his senses.
He had not made any note of time. The splendour of the forest was too mesmerising. It had certainly 
been more than an hour and more than a few miles yet the sun still shone high. Its warm rays 
beamed through cracks in the high forest canopy. The path turned a sharp corner ahead of John. The 
light hitting the vegetation at the bend had an increased intensity to it as if someone was shining a 
torch onto it. John turned the corner. He could see a breach filled with blue sky and daylight further 
down the path. The end of the road was in sight. He walked onwards. The forest occupied less and 
less of his vision then he was bathed in a pure summer blaze again as he stopped and stood upon a 
grassy hill.

A vast panorama blossomed into view before him, pouncing on his senses with a swathe of awe and 
colour. The path had ended as did the great forest now at his back. Grass rolled across hilly ground 
that rolled around an enormous flat basin of greenery. In the distance, beyond the hills, stood snow-
capped mountains that spread into the horizons on all sides. Their bodies were coated green and 
dotted with purple blemishes of blooming flowers. Docile rivers flowed into the basin converging 
into a great lake and from the lake two more rivers coursed towards the forest, disappearing into 
deep tunnels under the grassy hills. The waters were a perfect blue, reflecting the calm sky above.
John rubbed his eyes. He was overburdened by the immeasurable size and grace of the oasis. He 
could see it all. People. Other humans in the basin. Pink and pale; black and brown; men and 
women; all jubilant and near naked. The people were alive with activity and endless smiles abound. 
They played and skipped through the meadows; they bathed and swam in the blue waters; they 
laughed and lay on the sun kissed grass. Oversized date and fig trees, acacias and fruit yielding 
shrubs stood among the people. Some clumped together, others stood solitary. They provided food 
and playgrounds for the populace who gathered their produce to court gracious lovers. 
Animals lived alongside the humans in surreal harmony. As one people, they lay, ate and pranced 
joyously with friends of all the species of fantasy and earth. Pink and black children rode upon great 
lions playing in the green meadows; dog-sized beetles of shining colours plucked dates and shared 
them among grateful neighbours. Birds and monkeys perched on the tree branches and sang sweet 



melodies of faith. Fish and dolphins hopped happily on land while web-footed felines enjoyed the 
waters purified by the healing horns of drinking unicorns.
A giant blue globe floated still in the middle of the lake, unmoved by wind or current. A great 
fountain of water spurted up from its top, acting as a pillar for a kaleidoscopic dais of coral. The 
impact created sprays of water, providing showers for the populace below.
Colossal architectural structures sat in the sun. They acted as great bridges, standing above the 
rivers which ran through them. Their pink, blue and gold colours glistened in the light, attracting 
John’s gaze. Deliberately made yet devoid of rooms and windows, they were peculiar hybrids of 
vegetal and stone-like elements, forever teetering on the edge of collapse. Yet they stood firm, 
sturdily rising to the sky as people and animals swung and cavorted on their surfaces. 
All this John saw at first glance. Everything seemed to have been deliberately planted to face him 
upon arrival. No structure or tree obstructed another. It was all so perfect. 
John looked to the sky. A crown of clouds lay high in the blue tranquility, dyed golden by the great 
light which levitated above them - the source of all the land’s light. The giver of all life and joy in 
this place. John recoiled, daring not to look into the immense light out of fear that he would see no 
more.
He walked down the grassy hills into the flat basin. Before him lay a shimmering, fathomless pool 
of clear water. The rectangular pool lay in front of a colossal door and wall which blocked the oasis 
from sight. John had not recalled seeing this massive structure from his view at the top of the hill. 
The wall spread far on either side. It was smooth, thick and insurmountable. John flanked the pool 
and approached the door. Doubt flooded his mind. The path so far had been laid out for him and the 
oasis had beckoned him. It longed for his company and he coveted the soft, oversized fruits. Yet he 
was now obstructed. Was it all a ruse?

As doubt and fear overcame bliss a voice boomed from the water of the pool.
“O brother. I knoweth of thy troubles, thy poverty, thy abandonment. Cometh. Hark and I shall tell 
thee things which thee wilt heed.” It sounded as though a great trumpet bellowed from the depths.
John flinched and staggered back. He stumbled and fell on his backside. The pool bubbled and 
distorted as though boiling to the point of eruption. The bubbles rose into a white mass. From the 
foam emerged bright pearly eyes; thousands of them. An inhuman shape formed as a great foetus. A 
fantastical fusion of eagle and eye. The creature had six wings perched on its back. Its body was 
covered, front and back, with an assortment of different eyes. The bubbles eased and the water on 
the creature was as spider silk. It spread its massive wings and talons. Its head stretched back and 
the many eyes looked to the immense light from above. 
“Alleluia!” shouted the creature.
It rested its feet on the surface of the water as though it was solid marble. Six Johns could stand on 
top of each other and still the beast would have had to stoop to be level with the sixth’s head. The 
beaked head of the many-eyed eagle remained still as one wing stretched over to John.
“Be not afraid, mine own brother, John,” uttered the creature.
The eyes on the tips of its wing closed, providing John an area to place his hand. He took hold and 
the creature lifted him up beside its body on the water.
John stood on the water’s surface. Its form and texture had not changed yet still he stood stable and 
balanced. The creature wrapped its wings around John as if it were shielding him from a harsh 
wind. Its many eyes peered at him all at once. John felt a powerful sense of familiarity as though he 
had known this six-winged eagle all his life. It was as family. Its touch reminded him of his mother 
who sent him to sleep with gentle head strokes during the brief and decent years of childhood 
before his fall. 
“Thou art a victim,” the creature said, calmly.
“Yes, I suppose I am,” replied John.
“Thou art a defiler of love and peace,” the creature said in the same soothing tone.
John recoiled, surprised by the creature’s sudden criticism. It felt like a slap from his mother after a 
sweet lullaby. He wanted to step back and have space to himself but the creature had blocked any 



escape with its shielding wings. John missed the hospital bed where judgements lay across the 
room, festering in silence. The sweet air filled his lungs as he took in a deep breath.
“You mean I have ruined peoples’ lives, I take it. Well, don’t I know it?” John bowed his head and 
looked at the shimmering impossible surface at his feet.
“Issue of shame. Thee grovel at the feet of wisdom. Lift thine eyes and behold not a serpent but an 
eagle,” declared the creature.
“You know me, clearly. Tell me. Where am I?” 
The creature did not reply. John lifted his head and looked into a reptilian eye on its wing. The 
creature’s many eyes blinked independently of each other as it regarded his words. John stood in 
silence. A feeling of an impending fall struck him. The creature’s wings snaked around him further. 
Moist, reflective eyes glared at John everywhere he looked. The light of the world was being 
concealed by a roof of eyes. Only the deep water below provided an escape from their invasive 
gazes. The water felt more like a gaping maw, ready to swallow him at the eagle’s behest. John 
gulped and considered his words. He uttered them slowly.
“I am not cast down yet the gates are closed to me. What does that mean?”
The creature did not reply. 
“Purgatory?” asked John, growing irritable with the creature’s silence.
A dreadful certainty swept over John. All was apparently clear.
“Hell?” he said, defeated yet accepting of his assumed fate.
The creature uncurled its wings slightly, granted John the gift of a little more light. It spoke with the 
same care that John’s loving father, Graham, had expressed in the final farewell.
“Mine own brother, John. Thou art not a monster. A hopeful sinner who can yet enter. Thou art at 
war with thy own blood and corse. A beast which engulfs its owneth tail.  An innocent hath led to 
ruination by eyeless devils without tongues or ears, but with false affections dripping from poisoned 
fangs and baneful pearls. I did see thus. I seeth and knoweth all,” said the creature.
“You call me innocent. I do not deserve to be called that,” John said, solemnly.
“Thee wilt yield to sooth. A burdened mind is one who maketh cater-cousins with the many headed 
serpent, the terrible deceiver.”
“No. I am not the innocent one. My mother. She must be beyond that door. Is she?
The creature fell silent. 
“Where is my mother? If you do not let me in, at least allow to me say I’m sorry.”
“Thou shalt be afraid to hear it,” uttered the creature.
“That makes me want to know even more. Please,” begged John.
“I shalt showeth thee. Behold into the water.”
In an instant, the creature turned forceful and viscous. It snatched John with its huge talons and held 
him just above the water. Not a muscle on his body could move. The talons stretched out his face, 
prevented him from closing his eyes. 
John peered into the bottomless pool. 
The swirling water sizzled and dispersed as lashing flames engulfed the pool. He felt the scorching 
blaze on his flesh yet he could do nothing but look. His consternation grew as tears of melted skin 
dripped into the fiery abyss below. A panorama of horror filled his vision as he looked upon a 
blasted, infernal landscape of ash and rock. The smouldering earth was barren; devoid of all the 
rhapsodies of life. In this world, beyond the touch of love, worked a different kind of nature. 
Instruments of torture stood tall and gangling, as naturally placed as trees in a wood. From the base 
of their rusted metal frames squirmed vermicular worms with sphincter jaws that burrowed into the 
ashen ground. Attached to the metal, they were living roots for the abominable devices. 
A great lake lay isolated in the centre of the scorched land. It boiled and bubbled with a violent rage 
that caused its banks to burst with steaming, ash-ridden liquid. An iron bridge cut across the brutal 
waters. Hundreds of blood red lanterns shone on its walkway, outlining the movements of an army. 
Naked hybrids of human, beast and lunacy chittered and marched in close formation across the 
bridge under the blades of their halberds. Frilled champions, wearing breast plates of red fire and 
mounted upon bulky quadrupedal human steeds, led the marching ranks from the front. War, woe, 



war sounded a terrible horn in the blackened day for day it was in the wretched land below John’s 
eye. 
The smoke clouds above competed against a sun of warping reds for dominion over the sky. The 
sun’s rays were as lashing whips that struck down towards a once white city that stood in the 
distance. The city was lit up by flames yet blackened by smoke fumes; its majesty turned to ash. 
The cries of new-borns, children, men and women erupted from the city with the hurls of smoke 
and fire. Temples and towers toppled as their foundations were torn asunder as the army of naked 
abominations snaked out of the city on its way to the bridge. 
Closer to John was the most horrid sight. A living ziggurat, comprised entirely of wailing human 
heads, stood among the clusters of tree-sized torture machines. Parties were held on every level of 
the dreaded building. Humans of every colour and size stood or lay in foul contraptions that forced 
them into the most compromising positions. Helpless and bare, they could not but scream and weep 
as red, amber and black fiends indulged themselves in fits of sadistic ecstasy. The anguish of the 
wailing heads grew as they witnessed the mating of pleasure and cruelty. A maddening opera of 
pain and joy carried for miles and rose up to the sky like the smoke from the burning city.

On the top level of the ziggurat was a golden throne flanked by armoured gargoyles and winged 
skeletons. Upon the throne, which more resembled a toilet than a seat of sovereignty, sat a bronze 
crowned woman. Ten feet tall, naked and blue skinned with a head of black hair that dangled belong 
her shoulders. Her lithe figure was young, no more than thirty years of age in appearance. More 
apparent was the long black beak that sprouted from her smiling bird-like face. She sat without 
dignity or shame. A silver bucket crammed full of crying new-borns sat at her side. She picked it up 
as one would a packaged snack and gobbled down several infants. Their bodies cracked like yoke 
filled eggs under the weight of her beak. Under the toilet throne rested a transparent tank in which 
the blue queen would occasionally defecate out the digested hands, heads and feet of the new-borns.

Chained to the blue queen’s throne was John’s mother, Michelle. Headless and naked, he only 
recognised her from a birthmark on her thigh which resembled an orange moon with small freckles 
as caters. John shared this birthmark with his mother and it was a constant reminder of her past love 
after she died. The blue queen tugged on the chain, satisfied with her meal of children. She looked 
at the headless Michelle with a grinning expectation on her beaked face. Michelle stood attentively 
like enthusiastic grace. She started to dance. The queen’s abhorrent attendants, who were 
replenishing her meal bucket, stopped and gazed at Michelle. Their motivation was not to ogle but 
to admire the art of the mesmerising dance of the headless woman. Perfectly balanced, well-
coordinated and better than the greatest ballerinas and figure skaters, John had never seen his 
mother dance this way. The blue queen’s smile stretched thinner and sharper yet her coal like eyes 
flinched and a flicker of jealousy knotted her brow. Michelle was the most graceful thing in the land 
below. A crystal in a mound of ash. Smoke clouded John’s vision, concealing his mother, the blue 
queen and the ziggurat.

The flaming city collapsed. It sank down into an almighty pit like a wrecked ship in the ocean. A 
terrible noise of screeches, roars and machinery sounded. From the pit came an eruption of locusts. 
The cloud rose and darkened the red sun. The man-sized creatures were adorned with plates of iron 
armour and their massive bulging eyes were human in form. From jaws of metal teeth, the locusts 
spat blood into the air as they flew higher and higher. The blood droplets fell as rain upon the land 
and lake. The eruption ended and out came smoke from the pit. The sound of pounding drums 
began. Two gigantic reptilian claws grabbed the rim of the pit on both sides. Comparable in size to 
the sunken city itself, the claws pulled something much bigger out of the pit. A mighty colossus of 
red scales and black horns. A red dragon with seven heads, each crowned with a gleaming diadem 
of the most majestic gold. The dragon climbed out of the pit and swam into the air like a lizard in 
water. Long-necked and wingless, its scales were of blood and its fourteen eyes read of sheering 
anger. It felt as though hours had past before the clubbed tail of the dragon had slithered out of the 



pit and into the smokey, locust infested sky. It was a beast of near unmeasurable scale. A proud and 
deafening laugh blasted from the dragon’s seven mouths as it swam towards the red sun. The army 
of locusts giggled in response, their machine-grinding laughter sounded like mouse squeaks next to 
the great red dragon’s cackle. 

John’s face was free of skin. Nothing but burnt bone remained. He felt the welcome easing of the 
many-eyed eagle’s talons. It pulled him away from the pool which morphed back into a tranquil 
body of clear blue water, extinguishing the dreaded flames yet no smoke came through. John 
screamed as though all the agony of his past had struck him at once. 
“Mother!”
His body convulsed into a fit of grief and torment. The eagle curled all six of its huge wings around 
his body creating a shelter with its bulk. Within the embrace, the eagle’s beaked head faced John for 
the first time. Tears started to form on its many eyes above John’s skeletal head. The tear droplets 
fell onto his face and covered it. The eagle spoke to John with the tenderness of his mother when 
she would nurse him to health as a child who did not understand the pains of sickness.
“Drops of love can sootheth the burns of the land below. But thy memory shall remain with thee as 
the travelling lamp's eclipse lingers in the calendars of man. Only faith and courage can sootheth 
that great hurt.” 
As the eagle’s tears touched John’s face and bled into the scorched crevices so did his skin return 
and grow. It was restored without burns, or scars, or tiredness - blooming as spring after winter. The 
pain ceased and John was glad to be cradled by the eagle’s gentle embrace. The eagle stopped 
crying yet new tears fell. John closed his newly revived eyes and wept silently. The eagle stayed 
quiet and still, allowing John his grief. They both remained motionless and enveloped in the 
embrace for many hours.

The still peace was ended by the eagle. It spoke as a teacher carefully explaining a mistake to a 
devoted student.
“Alas, thy mother persists in the land below as headless mistress to the sunken lords and queens of 
all-fire. Her self-demise did deprive her of sight and sound of the garden behind the gates.”
John opened his eyes and saw the eagle’s head before him. All its eyes read of brotherly love.
“No. That cannot be. I caused her to kill herself. Everything is my fault. Let us swap places and be 
done with it. Living here with her there is worse than any devilry,” said John.
“Guilt is natural to thine eyes, brother. Doth thou not seeth the sooth of thy past actions? To beest 
evil to oneself is to beest evil to all who walketh the earth. Thy mother hast suffered for that by self-
killing and thus banishing the light from her eyes. She burns anon, brother, but not for any act born 
of indignity or villainy. The lady cannot sayeth a prayer, or seeth the glory of the light, or heareth 
the choir of the lamb. The lady is without a head and cannot accept salvation as she cannot heareth 
of any pardon. To maketh her whole again, one might bringeth her head back to her shoulders as a 
queen reunited with a forgotten tiara,” the eagle uttered.
John raised his head, desperate for clarity and reassurance. He wiped his tears from his eyes.
“Wait, you mean it’s not too late for her? She can be saved if she finds her head?” John asked.
“That is so. But both reside in the cursed land below as treasure beside dreaded serpents. One 
wouldst hast to journey there to saveth the mistress,” said the eagle.
“Open the pool. Send me down and I will return with my mother,” John said, firmly.
“I knoweth of thy guilt, mine own brother, John. I knoweth thee seeks to saveth thy mother but 
understand thee may not beest saved if it be true thee fail. Maketh thy sleep chamber in damnation 
and stayeth there,” warned the eagle.
“It was you who said that faith and courage can heal the memory of the fire. Surely this is courage 
and I have faith in my mother to save her. Isn’t that enough?”
The eagle did not reply. Its eyes blinked slowly. In that moment John could sense fear; not the fear 
of battle but of losing a precious loved one. The eagle did love him and did not want to lose him. It 
was conflicted with love and right action which are not always synonymous. 



“Don’t give me silence now,” pronounced John.
The eagle remained silent. John lifted his arm and touched its beak. All eyes of the eagle closed 
with as if it finally felt the coveted touch of long lost family.
The eagle unfolded its wings and John was once again basked in angelic light. Abruptly, the eagle 
swiped its huge talon across the water of the pool. The water cut like paper and the fire returned.
John gingerly looked into the pool of flames. The blasted land awaited him.The eagle stood to the  
side of the pool. All of its eyes rested on John. It spoke.
“Alloweth it beest known. Thou art forgiven. Where thee walketh, I walketh with thee. The lighteth, 
at each moment, follows thee and the gaze of the lamb bathes thee in love. Remember. Selfishness 
under the cloak of charity is a dagger in the dark. Walketh free of wealth for wage and doit art a 
heavy burden on the love of the lamb and thy neighbour. Cast hence the darkness of thy soul and 
find love. Walketh with grace and feareth not the shadows of misprise in the collied land where 
cruelty ordains, and lies lay as serpents, and the fiendish angels dwell. Thy mother liveth without 
eyes, or ears, or that from which we speak but her love lives purest in her heart and in thee. Wend, 
brother, John. And know mine own name also is John.”
John, the human, plunged into the fire. All was now quiet in paradise. 
He fell through a great red portal of light which darkened as the infernal land below grew closer. 
Then he was falling through a smoke filled sky towards a blasted earth. It felt as though time slowed 
and sailed on a calm sea as his father spoke.
“Son, I love you more than I have words for,” Graham’s voice whispered.
“Dad. It’s too soon. I am not done,” John called out in the sky.
John’s fall was softened, invisible wings carried him down. He surveyed the land before him. There 
were no armies, no skull ziggurat, no burning city and no red dragon. The lake was ugly and 
smouldering but calm. Torture devices dotted the land as trees do but lay deserted and rusted. A 
small village of cottages with thatched roofs and smoking chimneys lay at the lake’s shore. Lanterns 
were lit and cackles came from inside the houses. John knew his first destination. His feet touched 
the barren ground of the land below. Find my mother, find paradise, he thought as he took his first 
steps towards the village by the lake.


